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2017 

There was a time not so long ago when aircraft design was all about speed. The first generation of jet aircraft came out towards the end of 
WWII.  In the "50’s" the Cold War high speed was the major goal.  Records for speed and altitude were being broken constantly as Western 
designers vied for pre-eminence over their Russian counterparts. This group of aircraft could be called 2nd Generation jets.   
 
Generally these planes were not considered very agile, stealthy or "smart "; they were however very fast! The Canadian Air Force operated two 
of these 2nd Gen. aircraft.  The first was the McDonnell Douglas CF-101 Voodoo Interceptor and the second was the Lockheed CF-104           

Starfighter. The    Starfighter is the fastest plane we ever had in Canada.  Our Air 
Force was hoping to order the Republic F-105 Thunderchief, equipped with the 
Orenda Iroquois engine from the cancelled Avro Arrow project.  Instead for cost 
reasons it was decided to go with the smaller F-104.  Two hundred were      
manufactured for our air force and 140 more for other NATO air forces.  These 
went into service in March 1962.  
 
Like many other operators of this versatile aircraft,  Canadian 104s were initially 
equipped to deliver nuclear weapons (this was the 60’s)  running in at high  
subsonic speeds "down amongst  the short legged sheep" pitching up near the 
target using the g-forces to "toss" the weapon to the target. 
 
One day I was leafing through my 417 Squadron History book and I noticed a 
photo of a group of airmen standing around a      Starfighter. One of these men 
was named  Major "Jug" Coulter.  I became curious, as one of our tour guides 

flew 104’s and had the same last name!  So I got my courage up and when I was at the museum one day I took the photo to this man and asked 
if he knew the man in the picture.  His reply: "that's me”!   I asked where did the nickname “Jug” came from? “In the initial days of     training 
one of the older students asked me my name. When I  replied "Lyle" the other students decided that Lyle was a dull name!  “Hey,” said       
someone “he kinda looks like "Jughead" from the Archie comics”!  The new moniker stuck! For the rest of his flying career Lyle Coulter was 
known as "Jug"!   
 
After a tour flying Sabres with 413 Squadron "Tuskers" in Europe,  Lyle converted to Starfighters.  After training at Cold Lake  Alberta with 6 ST/R 
OUT Lyle was posted to Marville, France with 441 Squadron. The Squadron was just beginning to use the Vicon  Reconnaissance Pod.  This is a 
camera pod mounted ventrally on the centerline of the aircraft.  Lyle was part of developing tactics for the use of this pod, with the standard 
tactic being to over fly the target at 520 kts at 500 ft. or less.  Much higher speeds could be used but the photos would start to get blurred.  The 
squadron participated in the NATO RECCE competition "Royal Flush”.  High performance aircraft from various NATO air forces screaming around 
Europe at low altitude photographing "essential items of interest" such as airfields radar sites etc.  
 
I asked Lyle if he had ever gone Mach 2 (twice the speed of sound).  He replied that on several occasions he had.  “What was it like?” I asked. 
“The 104 was a beauty to fly.  Wingspan 21’ 11”, fuselage length 54' 9”, a J79-GE turbojet gave 10,500 lbs of thrust dry or 16000 lbs in          
afterburner—this prompted one of the Starfighter’s nicknames “Missile with a Man In It”! 
 
Lyle was an instructor with 417 Squadron at Cold Lake in the later 60's.  Although the 104 was primarily used in a low level attack role, from time 
to time the pilots would go to higher altitudes to max perform their mounts.  Having very little drag and lots of thrust,  Mach 2 was easily 
attained. The aircraft could go faster but at Mach 2 the "go slow" light would come on.  Lyle commented “that it was a bit anticlimactic”!  In a 
clear blue sky at 40,000 feet the only indication of speed is your Mach Meter. 
 
In 1967 an attempt to beat the world altitude record set by the Russians of 113,892 feet was done with a specially modified CF-104.  An            
up-rated engine with specially modified inlets was installed.  Lt. Col R.A. White flew 2 attempts to beat the Russian record but “only” achieved 
100,110 ft.  - not bad at all!  A Canadian speed record of 1,800 MPH was set in the process. 
 
Not many of us get to go faster than the speed of sound, and very few even dream of going twice the speed of sound.  Another museum     
member "Badger" Burger-North was a passenger in a two seat Starfighter at Mach 2.  When I asked Badger to describe the 104 he said 
"awesome"!  Dan Dempsey also flew 104s out of West Germany.  
 
In my mind Lyle Coulter was and is the "fastest man at the BCAM"! - flying what I think has to be the coolest plane ever! (submitted by Jack 
Funk) 

The CF-104 Starfighter—The Coolest Plane Ever?! 
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Meet Our Board—Treasurer and Secretary 

This is a 3 part series that introduces our board members—time they got some      

deserved recognition!  

Treasurer: Brian Hay     Secretary: Eleanore Arkestyn 

Q. Can you tell us a bit about how you got involved with the BCAM and when you 

first joined? 

Eleanore:  I joined in 2007? at the Open House.  Eileen Smith said it was a fun place to volunteer, and she was right! Barbara, (my sister, also a 

volunteer) and I started out right away as cashiers and then were recruited into the Artifacts. 

Brian:  I have always had an interest in aviation and when I had some idle time I used to go out to the airport to watch the comings and goings. 

One day here in North Saanich I spotted the museum and thought it would be interesting to see. While there I was chatting with some of the 

coffee crowd and I asked about volunteering and I was told that it was easy, become a member and someone will find something for me to do. 

So, let’s see, that was 7 or  8 years ago and I have found that there is always something to do and, the coffee is usually pretty good! 

Q: Other than the museum, do you volunteer at other venues? 

Eleanore: I do most of my volunteering along with my sister, Barbara.  We do Thrifty’s Sendial, both shopping and phoning; Sidney Museum, I 

am on the Board as Treasurer – not a full time job like Brian’s!  Barbara and I work in the back room of the Museum looking after the storage of 

artifacts and putting up displays.  We both belong to the Friends of the Sidney/North Saanich Library and attend monthly meetings (I as their     

Secretary) and work at the annual book sale which is in June.  We also deliver books to homebound customers for the Library once a month—

and  I think that is all. 

Brian: Having a background in banking, I also volunteer on the board at our Strata and have for a number of years been the treasurer.        

Sometimes at home I volunteer to do the dishes and vacuum, but not often…. 

 Q: How many terms have you served on the Board? 

Eleanore: This is my third term on the Board and I started as Secretary when Graham Stallard stepped down. 

Brian: This would be my third term I believe. 

Q:  What have been some of the challenges since you’ve been elected to your position?  

Eleanore: No challenges so far. 

Brian: Well, I am not likely alone on this but our Point of Sale system was a challenge!  It has though, proven to be a most beneficial tool for the 

museum providing us with a good deal of data and, a consistent way to handle transactions for the cashiers.  In a similar fashion, I had to learn 

our accounting system (Quick Books) and once I had some experience with this the challenges are now minor. 

 Q: What does being on the board mean to you? 

Eleanore:  Keeps me out of trouble. 

Brian: I am not sure if it is recognition of a contribution I could make or perhaps, no one else really wants to do it?!   Seriously, I felt very      

honoured to be asked to run for the board and I feel that I can make a meaningful contribution,  although my aviation background is limited to 

the airline seats that I have purchased. 

 Q: If you have any spare time (!), what do you like to fill it with? (Keep this clean please!!) 

Eleanore:  Try to keep the yard and garden semi-weed free. Visit my daughter who lives here in North Saanich and enjoy my three great-grand 

kids as well as all the other grandchildren and my other three kids. Walk with my dog and sister. Read. Write stupid stuff on the computer! 

Brian:  Ha ha, being retired for a number of years I have a lot of it but always seem to come up short!  I cycle with a small group of guys twice a 

week, we kid ourselves that it is for exercise but it has a lot to do with conversation over coffee at various spots in the area. We do manage to 

average around 30+ km each outing and at times we do get ambitious and might get to 50!   We haven’t done 100 for a few years now.  Travel 

comes in to play of course as our children and grandchildren are back East and, we do like to go on vacation jaunts a couple of times a year. 

Editor: Thank you both for taking the time to answer the questions (with little fussing I might add!).  On behalf of the members of the BCAM, I 

would like to thank you both for giving your time and energies to making the BCAM what it is today—a truly unique museum for the 

many visitors we have from far and wide. 
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Hangar Tales… 

President’s Message, Projects, News and More! 

A Big Welcome to BCAM’s Newest Members! 

Sidney:  Hugh MacCallum; Diana Chown; Mark Galloway; Christi Dunn; VanBodegraven Family; Ken Penzes; 

Malcolm Falconer & Family North Saanich:  Dayna Gamble & Ronald Buton & Family; Peter Brand; Dale 

Arndt; Kelly & Chris Phillips; Max Considine; Erin Tyrrell; Nicole & Jennis Delbel  Saanichton:  Tori Laye;     

Labelle Family; Gordon Cameron Victoria: Celeste Ellis; Bruce Greenway; Minette Erlank; Kevin Matsuno; 

Christine Beegan; Tony Song; Aly & Paul Shorthouse; Tiffany Jenkins & George Tzanetakis; Ryan & Melody Taves; Francis Leung; 

Michael & Marianne Sigmond & Family; Petra Skapa; Nathan & Hamida Bengey; Rose Family; Robert Fraser & Family; Michael 

Newman; Alex Duffield; Rebekah Bowen & Family; Grant & Virginia Burgess; Marcus Milwright & Family; Graeme Olson &    

Family; Samantha Whitney & Family; Annie Schell; Joseph Zhuang; Joel Legassie & Carla Inget; Arnold Cottrell & Family; Scott 

Eichel; Ian & Otti Brown; Ari Martinez & Family; Robin Stanbridge Sooke: Lorne Christensen; Jan Johnston Nanaimo: Jennifer & 

Andrew Barton & Family   Mill Bay: Bjorn & Nikita Flemming & Family  Brentwood Bay: Serge Langeller   Saanich: Suzette & 

Patrick Taylor; Karlie & Jared Strachan   

Hoffar Surprise!  

I was taken completely by surprise recently, as the Hoffar Team had come up with the idea of building me a mini-Hoffar for my 

pond at home! I have had a fascination with the Hoffar since hearing the story from Doug Rollins a couple of years ago, so when 

the project was given the green light by the board last year I was delighted with the news!  

On June 12th, Alan Witcombe delivered the Hoffar and with much ado and wire guides the 

Hoffar was floated out in the pond! Not only am I thrilled to have a unique and one of a kind 

Hoffar model built for me, but it has been a fabulous goose deterrent! Although I think those 

poor goslings thought their world had come to an end with planes floating amongst them! 

Huge thanks go to the Hoffar Team, and in particular Chuck Lovallo, Alan Witcombe, and 

Dave Poole for doing this for me—it really was a lovely surprise!  Anytime anyone wants to 

come up and see the H-1—give me a call and we will arrange it! Flights always available! (Virginia Browne) 

The Open House is getting close and it looks as if we have an excellent program again this 

year.  Our volunteers have stepped up and shortly Jan will be beating the bushes to complete 

the lists – so if you want to gain some Brownie points and haven’t yet volunteered, I’d suggest 

you give her a call or an email before that! 

 

The Trigull restoration is complete, and it will be in the Henderson hangar next to the Seabee 

in time for the Open House.  How different it looks from when it came over to us a couple of years ago!  The Sikorsky has been rolled out of 

the restoration hangar and is just waiting to be collected for its trip across the airfield to 443 Squadron.  This has left plenty of space in the 

hangar for the Hoffar build – now well under way thanks to the excellent woodworking skills of our volunteers. 

 

Financially, we are on a good track, helped considerably by an unexpected but very welcome bequest.  Such bequests have occurred from 

time to time and have helped us out a great deal; perhaps it’s something that some of you might consider when making a will. 

 

I know I sound like a broken record, but I’ll repeat my call for new volunteers.  Our best source of volunteers is word of mouth – if you think 

that any of your friends and acquaintances might be interested, bring them along or tell them to get in touch with us and come out to see us.  

They don’t have to have technical skills – we need all sorts of other skillsets, or someone who thinks they have none at all – we do train! Our 

busiest volunteers are always at risk of burnout and, at the risk of sounding like a vampire, we need a steady stream of new blood to keep the 

museum progressing.  We’ve come a long way in our nearly thirty years of existence but we’re on a long path that never ends! (John Lewis, 

President  BCAM) 
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July—October 2017 

 

July 29th  Open House    10a.m.—4 p.m. 

August 19th  Summer BBQ    

September 17th Battle of Britain   10 a.m.—4 p.m. 

October 1st  Move to Winter Hours   11 a.m.—3 p.m. 

  

Speaker Nights:   September 20th; October 18th  

IMPORTANT! 

 Dates For Those  Diaries: 

Board Meetings:  

July 13th; August 

10th; September 14th;        

October 12th 

Volunteer Lunch 

 Meetings: 

 July 20th; October 19th 

 

Things I Remembered…... 

My grand daughter in Scotland was studying WW2 at school and wanted to know 
what I remembered so I sent the following note to her :- 

“I was born in 1939 the same day as your Dad's birthday.  The war started in Sep-
tember 1939,  but I still can remember some of it.  

I grew up thinking that blacking out your windows and not shining any flashlights 
into the sky was quite normal.  Aeroplanes flying overhead was also a common 
occurrence as we were living in a small town in Hampshire just north of Winches-
ter.  The German bombers would fly from Europe escorted by the small fighter 
aircraft which were usually Messerschmitt 109. The bombers had enough fuel to 
get to London and drop their bombs,  but the fighter aircraft had to turn back soon after they reached London as they were 
smaller and could not carry enough fuel to continue flying with the bombers. That meant these single seat fighters made their 
way back to France as an individual plane and on the way they tried to do a lot of damage to towns south of London.  

The gas in those days was not natural gas from the oil-fields but it was made from coal and stored in large cylindrical tanks 
known as “gasometers”.  One day when I was 3 or 4 I heard a big noise and went to the front room of our house to see what it 
was.  A fighter plane had just fired its guns at the gasometer which blew up in flames and I could see the plane leaving the area 
and coming towards our house.  We lived at the top of a hill overlooking the village and the plane was flying low over the crest of 
the hill.  I waved at the pilot who I could see clearly and then he immediately fired his guns and hit the top of the roof.  

To this day I can remember the silhouette of the plane as it approached.  Maybe this, and seeing shot down aircraft in the fields 
when we went mushroom picking, made me always interested in aircraft.  I am sure the pilot of the plane could have hit me if he 
had wanted to but he chose not to.” (submitted by Geoff Hallett, member BCAM) 

...“While hovering, 

if you start to sink a 

bit, you pull up on 

the collective while 

twisting the 

throttle, push with your left foot (more 

torque) and move the stick left (more  

translating tendency) to hold your spot.  If 

you now need to stop rising, you do the 

opposite in that order.  Sometimes in wind 

you do this many times each                  

second...Don’t you think that’s a strange 

way to fly?”...(submitted by Graham 

Stallard, BCAM Member) 

Thoughts from your Editor…. 

Bring on summer! Open House is just around the corner—

make sure you tell all your friends—it should be another 

GREAT day!  I want to thank all the members that heeded my 

call in the Spring Norseman News—and sent in some jokes 

and stories, that I have included in this issue! I’m always     

delighted to get stories from the membership—as I firmly  

believe this is what makes this Museum so unique! Each and 

every one of you have a reason and story as to why you are 

here at this museum—so let’s hear it! Memories of your past, 

or a relative’s past—all tale’s welcomed! Also stories from inside the Restoration 

Hangar! We need to hear what goes on behind those closed doors—and I know 

it’s a lot of hard work! Share it with us! Enjoy the summer! (Virginia Browne) 
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The Hoffar H-1 Replica Project  - Where Is Jimmie Hoffar? 

With their dreams of becoming major aircraft manufacturers abandoned in 1919 given the lack of funding to continue work on 

a prototype patrol aircraft, the Hoffar Brothers returned to their boat manufacturing business.  And business was good; they 

had established a stirling reputation for building quality craft suitable for the West Coast.  In 1925 the company amalgamated 

with a neighboring boatyard to form the Beeching-Hoffar Boat Company, and they expanded the busy production yards.  Things 

went well until The Great Depression of 1929 dried up business and threw the company into a financial crisis.  That year the 

Boeing Company purchased the facility with the intent of also manufacturing seaplanes in Vancouver, but this never happened 

until the outbreak of World War II. 

Henry Hoffar was appointed the President of Boeing Canada, and oversaw all operations as the company expanded its          

Canadian operations.  With the outbreak of World War II Boeing moved to a huge new Sea Island facility in Richmond, BC, to 

build the PBY Canso patrol aircraft for the military.  In all, the Vancouver plant of Boeing Canada built 240 PBY-5 Canso/

Catalinas for the RCAF and RAF, and another 67 PBY-6 model for the RAF.   In 1944 Henry Hoffar retired at age 56, and moved 

to Sidney, BC, on Vancouver Island.  Henry purchased a large lot on the waterfront just north of the town of Sidney, where he 

built a home and large shed.  There he continued to build custom boats for a few select customers, and putter in his workshop. 

Henry died in 1978 at the advanced age of 90.  He had willed a substantial portion of his lot to the District of North Saanich to 

create the Kiwanis Retirement Village on Resthaven Avenue in the Sidney area.  In 1994 an additional 5 acres on the waterfront 

behind Kiwanis Village was donated to create the Lillian Hoffar Park, named in honour of his wife, a noted naturalist in the area.  

Henry’s daughter, Irene Hoffar Reid, was a celebrated Vancouver artist whose works are 

displayed in the Vancouver Art Gallery and the Art Gallery of Greater Victoria.  

As for Jimmie Hoffar, he concentrated on the boatbuilding side and oversaw the       

continued operation of the yard.  In all the Hoffars built some 2,000 yachts, pleasure 

craft, and boats for commercial and military uses.  Among these was the 125-foot     

Taconite, Bill Boeings personal luxury craft, which still cruises the West Coast to this 

day.  In the 1920s a new company, Hoffar Limited, was incorporated as one of the first 

General Motors [GM] diesel distributors in North America.  Jimmy grew the  company 

to successfully supply the growing fishing and tugboat markets in the area with the 

rugged and reliable GM Diesel.  By the late 1960s Hoffar’s Limited had     become the 

industrial GM Diesel distributor for all of British Columbia.  In 1974 the company was 

sold to Cullen Detroit Diesel – Allison Limited, which continues  operations nationally, 

(under a different name), to this day.  Jimmie died in Vancouver in 1954 at age 64. 

Traces of the Hoffar Brothers and their excellent work can still be found in 

the area.  Many of their boats still ply the West Coast waters; highly prized by their 

owners.  A painting of the Hoffar H-2, (painted by our very own Colin Bowley), adorns they cover of the 

definitive book on early BC aviation history; Barnstorming To Bush Flying, by Peter Corley-Smith.  A PBY 

Canso that was based at Pat Bay in World War II can still be seen at Victoria International Airport,     

resplendent in its RCAF livery (pictured earlier).  Both Kiwanis Village and Lillian Hoffar Park remain in 

Sidney, BC, as a public service to the community. 

However, it is unfortunate, given the many contributions to transportation in the Province of British 

Columbia made over the course of more than 50 years, that Henry and Jimmie Hoffar are largely       

unknown by the general   public and did not receive greater recognition for their many significant     

accomplishments. Their historic flights in the H-1 were largely ignored by the press and the public, given that the Great War 

had everyone’s attention at the time.  And the promise of the H-2 and H-3 flying boats was never fulfilled due to unfortunate 

accidents that destroyed both prototypes.  This might have been the birth of a vibrant aircraft building industry on the West 

Coast, but it was stillborn. About the only public acknowledgement that the Hoffar brothers did receive was a street named 

after them on Sea Island, which today is home to Vancouver International Airport.  Somehow fitting, in an ironic way, Hoffar 

Street is both short, and dead-ended. (Part 3 of a 4 part series, submitted by Doug Rollins) 
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Things My Father Said…. 

 
As one of those children born in the post aftermath of the WWII, like millions of others,  I grew up listening and reading about 
what people like our parents had achieved. The tales of what it was like attracted the likes of me like moths to a flame! Such 
words as the Battle of Britain, Operation Overlord, were not merely names in history books, they were events spoken by  people 
who were there, people who did it, my father, his brother, my teachers at school who were 18 and 20 then and only young men 
in their early 40's now (they appeared ancient then but now .......?).  

 
Also the Instructors at my Air Cadets whose uniforms sported their medal       
ribbons  several nights a week, weekend flying at Middleton St. George, Leeming, 
Church Fenton, homes to 6 Group RCAF, all carried photos and memorabilia of 
those times, even now I feel that the lost voices of those airfields echo in my ears 
when all is quiet.......or am I simply getting old and sentimental?   
 
And so, Operation Fuller, some 75 years ago now, was not a page in a history 
book. My real association with it started 25 years ago when I found myself sitting 
on a park bench down Ramsgate seafront, a granite plinth recording the details 
and names of those involved was due to be unveiled by a spritely 75 year old 
lady by the name of Vera Lyne (now a spritely Centenarian!). As I sat and 
watched the "Brass Hats" of the RN and RAF officers sporting more gold braid 
than  a "banana republic", an Admiral meandering about, (an old gentleman   
badly hunched of back and supported by a stout walking stick more reminiscent 

of the Club of Hercules),  slowly approached me and asked  if it would be alright if he sat next to me,  of course I didn't object.  
 
As he made himself comfortable I noticed  that he was wearing a Fleet Air Arm tie. I mentioned this to him and he beamed at me 
and mentioned something about fancy me noticing that! As the proceedings meandered on we began to talk and pass the time 
of day, he spoke of the plinth and of Operation Fuller, better known as The Channel Dash, he recounted details that no history 
book could possibly convey, it began to dawn on me that I was sitting next to one of the five survivors.  And so I was! He was one 
of the Observers (that's Navigator in RN speak!) and he had witnessed a grand stand view of the entire catastrophic attack.  
 
The unveiling was soon over and the dignitaries ushered off to a feast of beer and 
sticky buns in some swanky restaurant he told me it was time to go, his wife was here 
to collect him to return home to Hampshire, he then congratulated me on living in 
such a lovely town next to the sea!  Apparently the back trouble he endured was due 
his Swordfish being badly shot up in another operation and upon trying to land  it 
broke in two propelling him (in the middle) bouncing back down the runway at 70 
mph.  
 
Operation Fuller took place on 12th February 1942 when 6  Swordfish took off from 
RAF Manston at 12:28 to attack the German battleships Scharnhorst and Gneisnau 
supported by 1 heavy cruiser Prinz Eugen, 6 destroyers, 14 MTB's, 26 E-Boats, 32 
bombers and 252 Me 109's. The convey had been accidentally spotted by 2 Spitfire 
pilots who were engaged in another air operation. This was entirely unexpected, and 
the British were ill-prepared for making their attack. The Swordfish were supported by 
10 Spitfires of 72 Squadron, sadly the wing of 90 + others got lost in the poor weather 
conditions.......the attack went ahead.......they knew it was suicide but they pressed on regardless. The battle lasted 20 minutes 
for the Swordfish, without a single torpedo hitting its target. Out of the 18 crew, only 5 survived. 
 
Perhaps the most fitting epitaph for those men was summed up by the German Task Group Commander, Admiral Ciliax, when he 
said, ".......this attack by a handful of ancient bi-planes piloted by men whose bravery surpasses any other action by either side 
this day. You may question the tactical sense of this attack ....but never the courage of the 18 men who made it".  
 
As the old chap left I realized that I had not asked his name, more fool me, but I could not help but think of my father's words 
once when he said, "some men have lives, and some men have lives", now, 50 years later I know what he meant.  (submitted by 
Paul Taylor, Member BCAM) 

825 Squadron Aircrew 
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The Great London to Victoria Air Race 

 

It’s a well known fact that Victoria and its surrounding area are steeped in history.  The world of aviation has certainly added to 
the colourful mix of locally and nationally significant historic events over the past 97 years beginning with the flight of William  
Gibson’s twin plane from the Dean family farm near Mt. Tolmie in 1910 – the first powered aircraft to fly in British Columbia and 
only the second in Canada! 

 

One of the more recent aviation events, the great London to Victoria Air Race of July 1971 entailed more than 5,700 miles of 
sometimes grueling flight over icy water and through four countries. Also, the London to Victoria Air Race was just one of many 
events held throughout 1971 in celebration of British Columbia’s Centennial year.  The Victoria Flying Club played a major role by 
offering up its premises for aircraft marshalling and by officially welcoming each of the participants to Victoria at the end of this 
World Class event. 

 

You may recall a reference to the London to Victoria Air Race in 
my story about Britten Norman Trislanders in the February 2007 
Patrician.  It was during this event that I saw a Trislander for the 
first time when it had just arrived in Victoria at the finish of the 
Race.  With a little extra research I managed to find the          
registration letters of the participating Trislander (G-AYZR) plus 
lots of other information about the Air Race in general. 

 

An impressive group of fifty four pilots and forty seven crew 
members from all over the world competed in the London to 
Victoria Air Race.  Among the fifty four registered aircraft were 
types which ranged from Piper Cherokees to Lear Jets in         
categories including piston engines - single & twin, turbo props 
and jets.  Participants included the famous aerial photographer 
and Hollywood camera pilot Clay Lacey who flew a Lear Jet and 
the well known aviation author Ernest K. Gann who flew a    
Cessna 310 twin.  A little closer to home, twelve Canadians participated in the Race and included British Columbians E.W. Crombie 
& K.W. Akers (Lillooet), Hank Coleman (Nelson), D. Ireland & M.G. Meeker (Mission), Claude Butler and Rick Cockburn (both of 
Victoria).  Claude Butler had become a well known, popular local pilot and business man.  Claude flew a twin-engine Ted Smith 
Aerostar while Victoria Flying Club member Rick Cockburn, who wasn’t quite as well known, flew a North American Harvard in the 
Race.  I personally had been cheering for Rick because he had taken this challenge completely on his own with no aircrew and in a 
single engine aircraft older than most others in the Race.  And since the Race organizers had given Rick a handicap of 192 mph, a 

speed that no stock Harvard could ever achieve, he realized that 
there was no hope of winning anything.  Rick was basically in it for 
the fun and for the invaluable experience. 

 

The overall first place prize went to German airman J.H. Blumschein 
and his crew who flew a Swearingen Merlin III twin turbo prop      
aircraft.  Second and third place and various other category winners 
were too numerous to mention here.  But if you had asked any of the 
participants what was their greatest reward for participating in the 
Race they would have told you it was the privilege of meeting other 
people who possessed the same aviation spirit and to have compet-
ed against them in one of the greatest air adventures of the century. 

 

The spirit of flight is growing stronger throughout Canada and the 
world with organizations such as the Victoria Flying Club taking the 
lead. (submitted by Larry Dibnah, Director, B.C.A.M) 
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And The Cockpit Is…...! 

Soviet Su25 Frogfoot 

The Gold Medal goes to: Mike Valenti (who is just too clever!) 

Name That Cockpit….. 

So let’s test your knowledge on this one….name that  cockpit!  

First one with the right answer has got those all important 

bragging rights—and Gold medal standing!  

The British Columbia Aviation Museum 

1910 Norseman Road, Sidney, B.C. V8L 5V5  

Ph. (250) 655 3300      Website: www.bcam.net  

Your Board of Directors: 

President:   John Lewis   (250) 665 6062   johnjarvislewis@gmail.com 

Vice President:  Larry Lepard    (250) 361 5332  restorations@bcam.net 

Secretary:   Eleanore Arkesteyn  (250) 656 4589  inquiries@bcam.net 

Treasurer:   Brian Hay   (250) 655 3300  accounts@bcam.net  

Directors :   Dave Peters   (250) 656 1526  65dave.peters@gmail.com 

    Larry Dibnah   (250) 656 6416  larry_dibnah@telus.net 

    Ed Kucey   (250) 658 2325  eddyjoq@gmail.com 

 

Other Very Nearly Important People:    

Aircraft Archives/Librarian:  Doug Rollins   (250) 655 4184  library@bcam.net  

Artifacts:   Barbara Gilbert  (250) 655 3794  artifacts@bcam.net  

Membership Records: Norm Dressler  (250) 656 3771  membership@bcam.net  

Volunteer Co-Coordinator: Jan Lewis   (250) 665 6062  j6877lewis@gmail.com 

Gift Shop:   Virginia Browne  (250) 882 0710  giftshop@bcam.net  

Norseman Newsletter: Virginia Browne   (250) 882 0170            norsemannews@bcam.net  

Norseman Room Rental: Eleanore Arkesteyn  (250) 656 4589  inquiries@bcam.net   

Ground Maintenance: Robert Young   (250) 656 4679 

eBay Sales   Sandy Peel   (250) 658 5171   b.c.aviationmuseum@gmail.com 

 

mailto:b.c.aviationmuseum@gmail.com

